ELITE ACUTE CARE BED WITH POWER ASSIST DRIVE

PATIENT WEIGHT CAPACITY: 1,000 pounds
FOLEY BAG HOLDER: One attachment each side of bed
RESTRANET ATTACHMENT: One attaching point, each side of bed
POWER ASSIST DRIVE: Engage P.A.D. by lowering bed deck to lowest position. Disengage by raising bed deck
VARIABLE SPEED CONTROL: Switch embedded in right side head end. Push handle for forward/reverse Power Assist Drive functions
TRENDELENBURG/REVERSE TRENDELENBURG: 9 degrees
KNEE FLEX/STRETCH: 0-20 degrees
DECK LOW POSITION: 17”
DECK HIGH POSITION: 26”
ADJUSTABLE DECK LENGTH: 84”-92”
ADJUSTABLE DECK WIDTH: 39”-48”-54”
SIDE RAILS (4): 17” high above deck
CPR FOWLER BACKREST RELEASE: Head end, left and right
FOUR WHEEL LOCK AND STEER: Engage wheel locks or steer at any caster wheel
INTEGRATED PUSH HANDLES: Two, at head end

PATIENT HELPER/TRAPEZE: Swings 90 degrees from center
CONTROL PENDANT: Illuminated, five-function, self-storing
CAREGIVER CONTROL: Controls all functions and locks out pendant functions
BED POSITIONING/ARTICULATION: High/low, Fowler backrest, Trendelenburg/Reverse Trendelenburg, knee flex/leg lift, cardio chair
ANGLE INDICATOR: Two at head end; one left, one right
UNDER BED ILLUMINATION: LED illumination
OUT OF BED EXIT ALARM: Sounds at bed with option to sound at nurse call station using DB 37 cable or 1/4” phone connector
INTEGRAL SCALE WEIGHING SYSTEM:
- Displays accurate weight in any articulated position including Trendelenburg and Reverse Trendelenburg and in any caster orientation
- One convenient control box contains both the scale controls and the caregiver key pad
- Scale display rotates - HIPAA compliant
- Powered by bed electrical system and battery backup. Does not require batteries and will function when disconnected from A/C power
- Weight change mode
- Dual weight display
- Freeze mode
- Backlit display
- Accurate to within 0.2% or 2 pounds, whichever is greater

WHY BUY GENDRON:
- 25 years experience serving the bariatric patient
- Designed and manufactured in the USA
- Complete bariatric product portfolio

GENDRON
800.537.2521 • sales@gendroninc.com
www.gendroninc.com

MOBILITY
SAFETY
COMFORT
DIGNITY

The Elite Acute Care Bed with Power Assist provides your bariatric patients with all of the above in an easy-to-use design, engineered to allow you to give your patients the best possible care. Now, with the addition of Power Assist Drive, the Elite bed provides maximum mobility and ease of use for staff and transport team. Easily navigate and maneuver with the Power Assist Drive.
Elite Acute Care Bed with Power Assist Drive Features

- **CPR Fowler Backrest**: Respond faster to patient needs: lower backrest to flat within six seconds for CPR.
- **Fowler Backrest**: Minimum 53 degree angle in raised position.
- **Four Wheel Lock and Steer**: Sleek safety and precision! Engage wheel lock and steer at any caster wheel.
- **Control Pendant**: Adjust settings confidently even in dark rooms. Illuminated controls; five functions: awakening at head end, left and right side.
- **Wrist Restraint**: Located on both sides of the bed.
- **Poley Bag Holder**: Located on both sides of the bed.
- **Adjustable Deck Width**: Transport safely and provide comfort - one touch extension from 30” to 48” to 54” wide.
- **Control Pendant**: Incorporates mechanical electric brake manual release.
- **Power Assist Drive Mechanism**: On all four side rails for patient safety.
- **Optional Low Profile Patient Helper**: Transfer, lift and position patients with ease, swings 90 degrees from center for accessibility to the patient and eliminates the need to remove from the bed when transferring. The low profile provides unobstructed patient access when the headboard is removed.
- **INTEGRATED BED SCALE SYSTEM**: Ensures patient privacy - scale display window rotates to block the view of the information shown on the scale display.
- **CAREGIVER CONTROL**: Located at foot end of bed. Any or all hand pendant functions can be locked out at the caregiver control to restrict patient access.
- **Features Include:**
  - **Bed Positioning/Articulation**: Provides proper clinical positioning from Trendelenburg and Reverse Trendelenburg to knee flex and position control; one button to change position and one button return to level positioning.
  - **Out of Bed Exit Alarm**: Alerts you when patient attempts to exit bed. Programmable alarm sounds at the bed, with the option to connect to the nurse station.
- **Adjustable Deck Length**: Ensure the comfort of your tall patients - one touch extension from 84” to 92” long.
- **Nurse Call Connections**: Quick electrical disconnect for headboard removal.
- **On/Off Power Switch for Power Assist Drive**: Variable speed switch, forward and reverse.
- **CPR Fowler Backrest Release**: Easy electrical disconnect for headboard removal.